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Abstract  17 

Case Series Summary: Multicentre retrospective case series. Cats with non-erosive IMPA were identified 18 

from seven referral hospitals between 2009 - 2020. Data was obtained from hospital records and referring 19 

veterinarians were contacted for follow-up. Twenty cases were identified; there were 12 neutered males 20 

(60%), one entire male (5%) and seven neutered females (35%). Common clinical signs included lameness 21 

(20/20) and pyrexia (10/18). Three cats presented with and two cats developed ligament laxity during 22 

treatment.  23 

Thirteen cats (65%) were diagnosed with non-associative IMPA and seven cats (35%) with associative IMPA. 24 

Comorbidities identified included: chronic enteropathy (3/6), FIV (1/6), feline herpes virus (1/6), 25 

bronchopneumonia (1/6) and discospondylitis (1/6). Sampling of the tarsal joints most frequently identified 26 

an increased proportion of neutrophils consistent with IMPA. 27 

Eighteen cats (90%) received immunosuppressants. Eleven cats were started on prednisolone, eight had a 28 

poor response resulting in addition of second agent, euthanasia or acceptance of persisting signs. One cat 29 

received ciclosporin and required an alternative second agent due to adverse effects. Five cats were started 30 

on prednisolone and ciclosporin, three had a poor response and required an alternative second agent. One 31 

cat received prednisolone and chlorambucil and had a good response. Two cats (10%) received meloxicam 32 

and had a good response although clinical signs recurred when medication was tapered. 33 

A good outcome was achieved in 14/20 cats (70%) with IMPA. In the cats with a poor outcome 4/6 were 34 

euthanised and 2/6 had chronic lameness.  35 



   
 

   
 

Relevance and Novel Information: Prognosis for feline IMPA can be good. Multimodal immunosuppression 36 

was often required. IMPA should be considered in lame cats, with or without pyrexia when there is no 37 

evidence of trauma or infection. The tarsal joints should be included in the multiple joints chosen for 38 

sampling. Ligament laxity can occur in non-erosive feline IMPA. 39 

 40 

Keywords: immune-mediated polyarthritis, non-erosive arthritis, ligament laxity, arthrocentesis, 41 
polyarthritis 42 
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Introduction  89 

Immune mediated polyarthritis (IMPA) is a rarely reported condition in cats compared to dogs.1 It is 90 

diagnosed based on the identification of sterile, neutrophilic inflammation in multiple joints and is defined 91 

as erosive or non-erosive based on radiographic findings.2 IMPA is  caused by an aberrant immune response, 92 

either targeted at the joints directly or occurring as a result of the deposition of circulating immune 93 

complexes within the joints.1 Non-erosive IMPA can be split into two main subcategories: associative and 94 

non-associative. The terms associative and non-associative address the limitations of previous categorization 95 

models as it reflects the spectrum of disease and our incomplete understanding of the pathogenesis of 96 

immune mediated disorders.3 Cases in which significant comorbidities are identified during investigations 97 

are categorized as associative. In associative IMPA, it is considered possible that the comorbidity identified is 98 

the underlying cause. However, the comorbidity could be incidental and not the primary cause of IMPA. 99 

Cases in which no comorbidities are identified, are categorized as non-associative IMPA. In non-associative 100 

IMPA, although no comorbidity was identified in the investigations performed, it does not exclude the 101 

possibility of an underlying cause being present that was either not understood or not detected in the 102 

investigations performed. IMPA has previously been associated with pneumonia, pyelonephritis, 103 

toxoplasmosis, feline leukemia virus (FeLV), feline infectious peritonitis (FIP) and myelodysplastic 104 

disorders.4,5 105 

There is little published information about the clinical findings in cats with non-erosive  IMPA. To the 106 

authors’ knowledge, at the time of submission, there has only been one previous case series including 107 



   
 

   
 

thirteen cats with non-erosive IMPA. The cats in that study were identified at two referral centers in the UK 108 

between 1977 and 1986.4 109 

The aim of this case series was to describe the clinical features of associative and non-associative IMPA in 110 

cats as well as the investigations performed, treatment and outcome.  111 

Case Series Summary 112 

Ethical approval was granted by the University of Bristol Animal Welfare and Ethics Review Body (veterinary 113 

investigation number [VIN] 18/068), the Royal Veterinary College (RVC) Social Sciences Research Ethical 114 

Review Board (reference URN SR2019-0482) and the University of Liverpool Veterinary Research Ethics 115 

Committee (reference VREC736). 116 

Cases were recruited from seven referral hospitals in the United Kingdom from January 2009 to April 2020. 117 

Electronic medical records were searched to identify cats diagnosed with IMPA. Cats were included for 118 

analysis if they met the following criteria: complete clinical records, no evidence of erosive lesions on CT 119 

and/or radiographs of at least one affected joint, an increased proportion of non-degenerate neutrophils 120 

(>10% of nucleated cells present) in the synovial fluid of two or more joints with no evidence of intracellular 121 

or extracellular bacteria and a minimum of two months follow up.1 Twenty cats met the inclusion criteria. 122 

The following details were extracted from the medical records of all cats: signalment, presenting clinical 123 

signs, onset and duration of clinical signs, treatment prior to referral, initial physical examination findings, 124 

results of diagnostic investigations, final diagnosis, treatment and outcome.  125 



   
 

   
 

Information regarding outcome was recorded from referral hospital follow up appointments and/or 126 

communication records or via telephone updates with the primary care practice. If a patient had died the 127 

reason for euthanasia or cause of death was recorded. Outcome was considered good if clinical signs of 128 

IMPA were completely controlled whilst on medication without significant side effects, if medications could 129 

be tapered without a relapse in clinical signs, if death occurred for reasons unrelated to IMPA or if a relapse 130 

occurred but was successfully managed with treatment and clinical signs resolved. Outcome was considered 131 

poor in cats whose clinical signs of IMPA were not able to be controlled with treatment or if death was 132 

considered to be related to IMPA or treatment. Relapse was defined as a recurrence in clinical signs relating 133 

to IMPA.  134 

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS v26 (IBM Corp). Normality was assessed for continuous 135 

variables with the Shapiro Wilk test. Results were reported as mean with standard deviation if normally 136 

distributed and as medians with range if they were not normally distributed.  137 

Signalment: 138 

The mean age of included cats was 8.8 years (Standard deviation +/- 4.78 years). The median body weight 139 

was 4kg (range 2.11 – 8.8kg). The most common breed was the Domestic, 13 cats [65%] (11 [55%] Domestic 140 

Shorthair and two [10%] Domestic Longhair). The remaining cats included three Maine Coons (15%), and 141 

one each (5%) of the following: Ragdoll, Siamese, Persian cross and Bengal cross. There was a male 142 

predominance, with 12 neutered males (60%), one entire male (5%) and seven neutered females (35%). As 143 

the breed and sex distribution for each hospital included in this study is unknown, it is not possible to 144 

confirm that males or Maine Coon cats were significantly overrepresented.  145 



   
 

   
 

History and treatment before referral:  146 

A summary of presenting signs is shown in Table 1. Twelve cats (60%) had acute onset of clinical signs 147 

(<24hrs) and the remaining eight cats (40%) had a more insidious onset of signs (range two weeks to one 148 

year). The most common presenting sign was lameness, reported in all cats. In seven cats (35%) the 149 

lameness was present in a single limb and three cats (15%) were non-ambulatory. Rectal temperature at the 150 

onset of clinical signs was recorded in 18 cases. Ten cats (55%) were pyrexic (Temperature >39.2C6), seven 151 

cats (39%) were normothermic and one cat (6%) was hypothermic. 152 

Clinical sign Number affected (/20) 

Lameness 20 

Pyrexia  10 

Inappetence 8 

Reluctance to move 6 

Lethargy 4 

Table 1 – Summary of presenting clinical signs in twenty cats with immune mediated polyarthritis  153 

Treatment prior to referral was highly variable. Eighteen cats received treatment prior to referral; treatment 154 

data was unavailable for one cat and one cat was referred without any treatment other than fluid 155 

resuscitation. The most common treatments were NSAIDs, administered to 13 cats (68%) and antimicrobials 156 

administered to 11 cats (58%). Opioid analgesia was administered to nine cats (47%). Corticosteroids were 157 

administered to three (16%), gastro-protectants to one (5%) and codeine to one (5%).  158 

Diagnostic tests 159 



   
 

   
 

Complete blood count (CBC), serum biochemistry, joint fluid cytology, abdominal imaging and joint imaging 160 

were performed in every cat. Thoracic imaging was performed in 18/20 cats. Other specific diagnostic tests 161 

are documented in Table 2 and the imaging modalities used are summarised in Table 3. 162 

The most common abnormal findings on CBC were neutrophilia in 10 cats (6 non-associative and 4 163 

associative) and lymphopenia in six cats (4 non-associative and 2 associative), three cats (2 non-associative 164 

and 1 associative) had a mild anaemia (packed cell volume > 20 and < 24%) with a reference interval (RI) 24 - 165 

45 %. The most common serum biochemistry abnormalities were hyperglobulinemia in six (5 non-associative 166 

and 1 associative) and hypoalbuminemia in five (3 non-associative and two associative). Of the six cats with 167 

hyperglobulinemia, the elevation was mild [46 to < 50 g/L] in four, moderate [50 to < 55g/L] in one and 168 

severe [>55g/L] in one with a RI 25 - 45 g/l. Of the five cats with hypoalbuminemia this was mild [20 to < 169 

26g/L] in four and moderate [15 to < 20g/L] in one with a RI 25 - 45 g/l.  170 

Classification of cases 171 

Cats were split into two subcategories of IMPA; associative or non-associative based on the final diagnosis 172 

made by the clinician. Thirteen cats (65%) were presumed to have non-associative IMPA. Comorbidities 173 

were identified in the remaining seven cats (35%) and these were categorized as associative IMPA. The 174 

comorbidities identified in the seven cats with associative IMPA included; gastrointestinal disease (3), FIV 175 

(1), chronic feline herpes virus (1) bacterial bronchopneumonia (1) and discospondylitis (1).  176 

Diagnostic test Number of cats in which the test was performed (/20) 

Complete Blood Count 20 (100%) 

Biochemistry 20 (100%) 

Urinalysis 14 (70%) 



   
 

   
 

Urine culture 11 (55%) 

FIV/FeLV testing 14 (70%) 

Specific Feline Pancreatic Lipase 6 (30%) 

Antinuclear antibody (ANA) 1 (5%) 

Rheumatoid factor  1 (5%) 

Blood culture 1 (5%) 

Cobalamin (B12) and folate 5 (25%) 

Joint fluid cytology  20 (100%) 

Joint fluid culture 9 (45%) 

Faecal tests (culture, parasitology) 5 (25%) 

PCR (blood, tissue, joint fluid, saliva) 

Feline calicivirus: 6 (30%) 

Mycoplasma felis: 11 (55%) 

Feline herpesvirus: 3 (15%) 

Feline Chlamydia: 1 (5%) 

Borrelia: 6 (30%) 

Bartonella henselae: 4 (20%) 

Anaplasma: 2 (10%) 

Mycobacterium species: 1 (5%) 

Toxoplasma gondii: 2 (10%) 

Tritrichomonas foetus: 1 (5%) 

Serology 
Toxoplasma gondii: 9 (45%) 

Feline Coronavirus: 2 (10%) 

Table 2 – Diagnostic tests performed in twenty cats diagnosed with immune mediated polyarthritis 177 

Footnote: FIV= feline immunodeficiency virus, FeLV = feline leukemia virus 178 

 179 

Imaging performed 
Number of cats in which the test 

was performed (/20) 
Imaging modality used  

Thoracic Imaging 

 
18 (90%) 

Radiographs: 12 (60%) 

CT: 6 (30%) 

Abdominal Imaging 

 
20 (100%) 

Ultrasound alone: 12 (60%) 

CT: 5 (25%) 

Ultrasound and radiographs: 3 

(15%) 

Joint Imaging 

 
20 (100%) 

Radiographs: 17 (85%) 

CT: 3 (15%) 



   
 

   
 

Echocardiography 

 
12 (60%) N/A 

MRI 1 (5%) N/A 

Endoscopy 1 (5%) N/A 

Bronchoscopy  1 (5%) N/A 

Table 3 – Diagnostic imaging performed in twenty cats diagnosed with immune mediated polyarthritis 180 

Joints affected   181 

All cats had an increased proportion of non-degenerate neutrophils identified on cytology of > two joints. 182 

Neutrophils made up > 10% of the total nucleated cell count on cytology in all affected joints.1 No infectious 183 

organisms were identified on cytology or culture of any joint aspirates. However, only nine cats had joint 184 

fluid culture performed. Total nucleated cell counts were not available for all samples due to the small 185 

volume of synovial fluid obtained in most cases.  186 

The median number of joints sampled was four joints with a range of 2 - 10 joints. The joints sampled most 187 

commonly were the carpus (15 cats [75%]), stifle (15 cats [75%]) and tarsus (14 cats [70%]). The elbow was 188 

sampled in eight cats (40%) and the shoulder was sampled in one cat (5%). All tarsal joints that were 189 

aspirated had an increased proportion of non-degenerate neutrophils identified. The proportion of joint 190 

aspirates with findings suggestive of IMPA (neutrophils > 10% of the nucleated cell count and no intra or 191 

extracellular bacteria) obtained in this cohort is outlined in Figure 1.  192 

Three cats (15%) presented with ligament laxity and two cats (10%) developed ligament laxity five months 193 

and 12 months into treatment with corticosteroids. Three of the five cats had tarsal joint laxity resulting in a 194 

plantigrade stance, and two cats had bilateral carpal laxity and a palmigrade stance (Figure 2). Radiographs 195 

were obtained in 4/5 cats after the development of joint laxity and there were no erosive lesions in any of 196 



   
 

   
 

the affected joints. The timing of joint imaging in relation to the onset of joint laxity was variable (2 weeks, 5 197 

weeks, 1 month and 3 months). As it can take several weeks for erosive lesions to become visible on 198 

radiographs, it is not possible to definitively prove erosive lesions did not develop in the cats imaged. Two 199 

cats developed joint laxity whilst on prednisolone after 5 months and 12 months of treatment. It is not 200 

possible to identify if the IMPA or prednisolone therapy was the cause of the joint laxity in these cases. 201 

However, the cat which developed laxity 5 months into treatment had a chronic, one year history of 202 

lameness without ligament laxity, prior to diagnosis, which suggests that prednisolone is more likely to have 203 

been the cause of the ligament laxity in this cat. The other cat had a 3 week history of lameness prior to 204 

diagnosis and developed ligament laxity after 12 months of prednisolone. The three cats which presented 205 

with joint laxity had an acute onset of signs and none had received corticosteroids prior to presentation. No 206 

cats underwent surgical arthrodesis. A differential diagnosis for a plantigrade stance in a cat is tibial nerve 207 

neuropathy and diabetic neuropathy. None of the three cats were diabetic. Tibial nerve neuropathy was 208 

excluded in one cat with evidence of subluxation of the calcaneoquartal joint on CT, the second cat had an 209 

unremarkable examination performed by a neurologist and the final cat had excessive range of motion 210 

detected on orthopedic examination. 211 

Infectious disease testing 212 

Infectious disease screening was variable between cases and was dependent on the clinician’s decision. 213 

Fourteen of the twenty cats (70%) either tested negative for Mycoplasma species on PCR of joint fluid (10) 214 

or received a two week course of oral doxycycline without being tested (4). FIV and FeLV testing was 215 

performed in fourteen (70%) of the cats; one cat in this case series was positive for FIV infection. The 216 



   
 

   
 

diagnosis of FIV was confirmed with proviral DNA PCR testing in addition to a positive SNAP FIV antibody 217 

test. 218 

Treatment and outcome 219 

A summary of the treatment and outcomes in the non-associative IMPA cases is found in Table 4 and 220 

associative IMPA cases in Table 5. Specific treatments that were administered for the comorbidities 221 

identified in cases of associative IMPA are included in Table 5.  222 

All cats with presumed non-associative IMPA were treated with immunosuppressants. Eight of the 13 cats 223 

were started on prednisolone monotherapy. Only three cats (38%) had a good response to treatment, of the 224 

other five cats,  four were administered second line immunosuppressants (chlorambucil [3] and ciclosporin 225 

[1]), in addition to the prednisolone and one was euthanased. Two cats responded well to the addition of 226 

chlorambucil and one failed to respond to both chlorambucil and also to an alternative second agent, 227 

mycophenolate. The cat started on ciclosporin as a second agent failed to improve but responded well to an 228 

alternative second agent, chlorambucil, alongside prednisolone. Five cats were started on treatment at 229 

diagnosis with prednisolone and ciclosporin as a second agent. Two of these cats (40%) responded well, the 230 

remaining three cats were started on an alternative second agent, chlorambucil alongside prednisolone. Of 231 

the three cats started on chlorambucil, one responded well, one was euthanised when failing to respond 232 

and one developed adverse effects with chlorambucil but responded well to an alternative 233 

immunosuppressive agent, leflunomide together with the prednisolone.  234 

Five of the seven cats with associative IMPA were treated with immunosuppressants. Two cats received 235 

prednisolone monotherapy and showed a poor response to treatment, one cat failed to respond to the 236 



   
 

   
 

addition of chlorambucil despite successful treatment of the concurrent pneumonia with antibiotic therapy, 237 

and was euthanised. The second cat suffered adverse effects and was not started on alternative treatment 238 

due to poor compliance; this cat had evidence of ongoing IMPA despite resolution of the clinical signs of the 239 

concurrent chronic enteropathy. One cat was started on prednisolone monotherapy at an anti-inflammatory 240 

dose. This patient did not respond to treatment and was euthanised within two days; this cat tested positive 241 

for FIV. One cat received ciclosporin monotherapy, developed adverse effects within 5 days of treatment 242 

and responded well to chlorambucil monotherapy alongside resolution of the clinical signs of the concurrent 243 

chronic enteropathy. One cat was treated with prednisolone and chlorambucil alongside resolution of the 244 

clinical signs of the concurrent enteropathy and responded well to treatment. 245 

Overall, a good outcome was achieved in 14/20 (70%) cats with IMPA: 10/13 cats (77%) with non-associative 246 

IMPA and 4/7 cats (57%) with associative IMPA. Two of the fourteen cats with a good outcome were not 247 

treated with immunosuppressive agents and received meloxicam alone, although both cats displayed 248 

recurrence of clinical signs if the meloxicam was withdrawn. In one cat immunosuppression was avoided 249 

due to chronic feline herpesvirus and concerns for recrudescence. The second cat was not given 250 

immunosuppressants due to concerns this would exacerbate the suspected concurrent discospondylitis. The 251 

remaining 12 cats with a good outcome received immunosuppressants. Seven cats (35%) were tapered off 252 

all medications and had no reported relapses during a follow up period between four months and five years 253 

(median follow up two years). One cat was tapered off all medications and had a single relapse five months 254 

after, which was treated successfully with prednisolone monotherapy. Two cats were responding well to 255 

treatment and were being successfully tapered off medication at the time of writing, six months and 10 256 



   
 

   
 

months post diagnosis. Three cats were euthanised for reasons unrelated to IMPA and at the time of 257 

euthanasia all cats had no clinical signs of IMPA. 258 

Discussion 259 

This is the largest case series to date, describing the clinical features and outcome of cats with non-erosive 260 

IMPA. In this study non-associative IMPA was found to be more common than associative IMPA. In the 261 

previous case series 7/13 cats [54%] had associative IMPA with comorbidities identified at the time of IMPA 262 

diagnosis.4 Overall, the prognosis for cats with non-erosive IMPA appeared to be favourable, with most 263 

responding well to treatment and 70% having a good outcome.  264 

Only 5/13 (38%) cats with non-associative IMPA and 1/5 (20%) cats with associative IMPA, treated with 265 

immunosuppressants responded well to first line treatment. The remaining 12 cats received additional 266 

immunosuppressive agents or were euthanised. The need for multimodal immunosuppression did not 267 

always result in a poor outcome and overall, of the nine cats who received additional agents, six cats (67%) 268 

had a good outcome.  269 

In the previous case series by Bennett and Nash4 all thirteen cats with IMPA were treated with prednisolone 270 

monotherapy (1mg/kg q12hours, tapered over six weeks when possible). In this case series 6/13 cats (46%) 271 

showed a good response to treatment and were successfully tapered off prednisolone. The remaining seven 272 

cats were euthanised as a result of the IMPA, due to either a poor response to treatment (3) or an inability 273 

to taper the dose of prednisolone (4). The results of our study could suggest that cats with IMPA may not 274 

respond well to first line treatment, but this does not necessarily predict the final outcome and second line 275 

treatment should be considered.  276 



   
 

   
 

The most commonly identified comorbidity in our case series was gastrointestinal disease. None of the cats 277 

in this case series were diagnosed with neoplasia. This contrasts with the case series in which Bennett and 278 

Nash4 reported 4/13 cats with IMPA had associated neoplasia. However, one cat in the current study was 279 

euthanised within four months of diagnosis as a result of suspected lymphoma, based on the development 280 

of a marked circulating lymphocytosis. Unfortunately, flow cytometry and histopathology were not 281 

performed, and this was not confirmed. 282 

FIV was identified as a comorbidity in one cat in this population. Immune mediated disease in cats with FIV 283 

most commonly occurs secondary to excessive antibody production in response to chronic infection. This 284 

results in hypergammaglobulinemia and immune complex deposition.7-9 This cat did not receive 285 

immunosuppressive therapy; the poor outcome may reflect the presence of the FIV infection, or the 286 

absence of immunosuppressive therapy. To the authors’ knowledge FIV has not been previously reported in 287 

association with non-erosive, IMPA. FIV has been associated with feline chronic progressive polyarthritis, 288 

which is an erosive form of IMPA.10 Six cats in this study were not tested for FIV and considering it is often 289 

an asymptomatic infection, it is possible the true prevalence in this population was underestimated. In the 290 

previous case series Bennett and Nash4 reported three cats with IMPA were FeLV positive However, the 291 

FeLV vaccination only become widely available after the previous case series was reported and this may 292 

have impacted the prevalence of FeLV in the population at that time.   293 

In the present study 10/18 (55%) cats, in which rectal temperature was recorded, were pyrexic on 294 

presentation. This is similar to the previous case series where 8/13 cats (61%) were found to be pyrexic.4 As 295 

a result of this, the absence of pyrexia cannot be used to exclude IMPA in a cat presenting with lameness. 296 



   
 

   
 

This also correlates with the current literature on canine IMPA. Pyrexia is reported in approximately 50% of 297 

dogs with IMPA which is a common cause of “pyrexia of unknown origin” (PUO).1,11,12 In a study of 101 dogs 298 

with PUO, IMPA was found to be the diagnosis in 20% and some of these dogs presented without any 299 

obvious evidence of joint pain or inflammation on physical examination.13 In a recent study of 106 cats with 300 

PUO, IMPA was the diagnosis in only 3% of these cases.6 The difference in the prevalence is likely to be 301 

reflective of the variability in the incidence of canine and feline IMPA and the higher prevalence of infectious 302 

diseases in cats.14 303 

Septic bacterial arthritis occurs most commonly as a result of cat bites and usually affects one joint in a 304 

single limb.14 Interestingly, seven cats in this population presented to their primary care practice with single 305 

limb lameness despite an increased proportion of non-degenerate neutrophils being identified within 306 

synovial fluid samples taken from multiple joints. IMPA in cats should therefore not be excluded based on 307 

involvement of a single limb alone and further investigations should be performed if there is no evidence of 308 

a wound or bacterial infection. Another interesting observation is the high yield of an increased proportion 309 

of non-degenerate neutrophils within the tarsal joints of cats in this study; this has also been found to be the 310 

most commonly affected joint in dogs.12  311 

Two cats in this study were treated with NSAIDs and clinical signs of IMPA such as lameness and reluctance 312 

to walk, resolved whilst on treatment in both cats. Attempts to withdraw NSAIDs were unsuccessful due to 313 

recurrence of clinical signs. These findings could reflect that in these cases there was an ongoing 314 

inflammatory arthropathy and the NSAIDs were treating the joint pain successfully, rather than the 315 

underlying pathology. Unfortunately, neither cat had repeat joint aspirates performed so it is not possible to 316 



   
 

   
 

confirm this. One of these cats had concurrent discospondylitis with IMPA; it is therefore possible that the 317 

relapse in clinical signs of IMPA seen in this cat was as a result of failure to treat this comorbidity. However, 318 

this was considered less likely as the clinical signs of the discospondylitis, completely resolved with antibiotic 319 

treatment. A positive response to treatment with NSAIDs in cats presenting with lameness of unknown 320 

origin should also not be used to exclude IMPA and further investigations should be considered if relapse of 321 

clinical signs is seen when NSAIDS are withdrawn. 322 

Mycoplasma species, have been implicated in rare cases of feline polyarthritis.14 Mycoplasma gateae has 323 

been identified in the synovial fluid of a small number of cats with naturally occurring erosive arthritis and 324 

has also been experimentally reproduced with intravenous inoculation into healthy cats.15,16 Mycoplasma 325 

felis has been documented to cause non-erosive monoarthritis in two immunocompetent cats and has been 326 

cultured from a cat with polyarthritis and suspected severe immunocompromise. 17,18 Infectious disease 327 

screening for Mycoplasma species was variable in this population. It is not possible to definitively conclude 328 

that the six cats which did not receive testing or treatment for Mycoplasma were not infected. However, 5/6 329 

cats had a good response to immunosuppressive treatment, making Mycoplasma infection unlikely in any of 330 

the cases.  331 

Five cats in this study presented with, or developed, joint ligament laxity whilst on prednisolone therapy. 332 

Ligament laxity has been identified in multiple cases of feline erosive polyarthritis such as feline rheumatoid 333 

arthritis and feline periosteal proliferative polyarthritis.2,10,19 To the authors knowledge ligament laxity has 334 

not been previously documented in cases of feline non-erosive IMPA but has been reported in five dogs with 335 

non-erosive IMPA.20 The prognosis for dogs with ligament laxity and non-erosive IMPA is poor 20. The 336 



   
 

   
 

outcome in the five cats in this study with ligament laxity was variable. One cat was euthanised due to the 337 

severity of clinical signs within two days of diagnosis. Two cats required multimodal immunosuppression due 338 

to frequent relapses and poor response to treatment. Unfortunately, it is not possible to comment on the 339 

ability to withdraw medication in either case, as both were still receiving treatment at the time of writing. 340 

One of the cats with ligament laxity had associative IMPA and responded well to meloxicam. The final cat 341 

responded poorly to prednisolone monotherapy and had severe adverse effects; further 342 

immunosuppression and NSAIDs were recommended but not provided. This cat had ongoing chronic 343 

lameness on follow up but received no further treatment.  344 

There are several limitations of the current study. As this study was retrospective and spanned several 345 

referral centers the investigations and treatment provided were not standardised. It is therefore difficult to 346 

directly compare the efficacy of specific treatments and treatment recommendations cannot be established. 347 

Future prospective studies would be required to investigate treatment protocols. In addition, cases were 348 

recruited from a referral population only. It is considered possible that some cases of IMPA identified in 349 

primary care practices might have responded more favourably to prednisolone monotherapy and would not 350 

have been presented to a referral centre, thus leading to a selection bias in the cases included in this study. 351 

However, the number of cases in this cohort which had received prior immunosuppressive therapy was low 352 

(3 cats [15%]). Most cats presented to the referral centres soon after the onset of clinical signs making the 353 

findings of this study relevant to both referral and primary care practices. Some cats showed significant 354 

adverse effects with ciclosporin therapy and were changed to an alternative second agent. Blood ciclosporin 355 

levels were not monitored in these cats so it is not possible to confirm if high levels were present in these 356 

cases.  357 



   
 

   
 

The definition of IMPA is poorly defined in the veterinary literature with no consensus on the diagnostic 358 

criteria. A cut-off of two affected joints to make a diagnosis of IMPA has commonly been used and accepted 359 

as an inclusion criteria in dogs and was extrapolated to this study.11,21,22 In the human literature the 360 

involvement of five joints is required to make a diagnosis of polyarthritis.23 It is therefore possible that the 361 

cases in this study with less than five affected joints (9 cats) were misdiagnosed as IMPA. In addition, due to 362 

the small volume inherently available from joint aspirates in cats, total nucleated cell counts were not 363 

available for all cases. 364 

Cases were divided into associative and non-associative based on the diagnosis made by the primary 365 

clinician. In associative IMPA the comorbidities identified were not proven to be responsible for the non-366 

erosive IMPA. In addition to this, some cases of associative IMPA did not resolve despite resolution of the 367 

comorbidities; this could suggest that the disease identified was incidental and not related to the IMPA. In 368 

two cases, thoracic imaging was not performed so it is not possible to exclude a comorbidity present in the 369 

thorax for these cases. One case without thoracic imaging was considered to have non-associative IMPA and 370 

it is therefore possible this case was categorised incorrectly as a result of this. Infectious disease screening 371 

was highly variable and so the prevalence of diseases such as FIV, cannot be established.  372 

A further limitation in this study is the lack of follow up arthrocentesis samples to definitively prove 373 

remission and cases of relapse. In this study the presence of relapse was based on the recurrence of clinical 374 

signs. Despite these limitations this study provides useful information on the presenting signs, treatment 375 

options and outcomes in cases of feline IMPA.  376 

Conclusions 377 



   
 

   
 

The prognosis for feline IMPA can be good. However, multimodal immunosuppression is often required in 378 

order to control clinical signs associated with disease. Sampling of the tarsal joints most frequently identified 379 

changes consistent with  IMPA in this cohort. Ligament laxity can occur in non-erosive IMPA but does not 380 

appear to significantly impact overall prognosis. IMPA should be considered in lame cats, with or without 381 

pyrexia when there is no clear evidence of trauma or infection. 382 
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Figure 1: Proportion of joint aspirates yielding synovial fluid samples cytologically suggestive (neutrophils 
> 10% of the nucleated cell count and no intra or extracellular bacteria) of immune mediated 
polyarthritis (IMPA) in 20 cats subsequently diagnosed with IMPA based on the involvement of > 2 
joints.  
 


